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Contents summary: 

 

Official recounts of the personal meeting of The Empress and Her Royal 

Highness Princess Margriet of The Netherlands, before the Kenyan hostage 

holdings and Holland's slanderous campaign in support of Kenya contra The 

Empress.  

 

The Documentation is of prior contacts with The Netherlands Foreign Ministry 

and Kenyan Embassy in Diplomatic Communications on behalf of and in 

assistance to Her Imperial Majesty, The Empress. 

 

Complied is a summary of details and documents in reference to the Kenya 

Hostage Holding of Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia 

Kasambu'Ra. These particular documents are amongst the pile of remaining 

documented information from the archive file listing of the former Dutch based 

Secretariats of The Empress, The Royal Nubian Secretariat. 

 

It relates events between both Countries and their Embassies interconnection 

with the Empress's Secretariat in the Netherlands.  

 

Information on the included/attached documents are of prior contractual, 

Governmental and business contacts, with both Kenya and The Netherlands, 

before both countries costly propaganda and Kenya's hostage holding of The 

Empress. And it contains a global reviewing of the period before and after 

Kenya, to this present day. 
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Trade Secretary Mr.Wim Duijzer. 

Office of Nubian Affairs 

of The Royal Nubian Secretariats. 

One of Her Majesty's Int.African Kingdom Secretariats. 

 

.........Diplomatic Mailing Presidential Family communications.............. 

 

 

Communications were addressed and sent to The Empress by Diplomatic post from Kenya, 

through the Kenyan Embassy in The Hague, in the Netherlands.  

 

 

Mrs. Jeruto Chepkwony Kenyan Embassy attaché staff member, co-ordinated all mails and 

transfers of the Kenyan Government and had contractual control of information to the 

Secretariat, on behalf of the Kenyan Government and the in Nairobi based business of the 

Presidential family Hill Side Estate Ltd, through Mr. Jonathon Moi son of the Kenyan 

President and Mr.Walter Chumo innocent business associate and close family friend of The 

Presidential family. 

 

All Kenyan postal dispatches were sent by diplomatic postings, to the Kenyan Embassy and 

faxes or faxed documents were sent both to The Nubian Royal Secretariat one of the 

Secretariats of the Empress and to the Kenyan Embassy in The Hague.  

 

Including in Diplomatic Postal Documents addressed to The Empress's from Kenyan are 

documents of former feasibility studies and stone samples, sent by the Kenyan Government, 

through Permanent Secretary Mr.Solomon Boit, in the matter of Kenya's Government's 

request for possible Financiers for Investment in the Kenya's TSAVO and other Semi-

precious Mineral Mining areas.  

 

The preliminary document of this TSAVO Mining Project from Mr.Walter Chumo is included 

below, the feasibility reports, and pictures of the sent semi-precious stones samples, Land 

Tsavo and other Mining maps, and communications are not included in these documents.  

Discussion on a new feasibility study was held in Kenya, in the Presidential Suite of the 

Grand Regency Hotel, which included a member of Government, Legal Councils and The 

Moi's family representative Mr.Chumo, the previous sent seven years old feasibility study was 
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done by a German Research Company for the Kenyan Government. A meeting was also held 

with the Minister of that respective Ministry   

 

All Kenyan postal dispatches were sent by diplomatic postings, to the Kenyan Embassy and 

faxes or faxed documents were sent both to The Nubian Royal Secretariat one of the 

Secretariats of the Empress and to the Kenyan Embassy in The Hague.  

 

This, and that which has transpired, prior to and after Kenya's Presidential linked holding of 

The Empress as a hostage, on a visit, that turned into wholesale sabotage, international slander 

and propaganda with all its active repercussions and resounding  up to this present day, and 

will elucidate the issue and is for your perusal. 
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Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra at Castle Beverweerd in the 

Netherlands. 

 

Perspicacious private meeting with Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet of The 

Netherlands in late 2000.  

 

After many long appointment hours, a cosy, comfortable heartfelt conversation with an 

acquaintance is of value. Her Imperial Majesty the Empress and Her Royal Highness Princess 

Margriet are two such acquaintances, who spoke to each other and felt and understood their 

mutual verbal and non-verbal words of value. However it is certain that Her Imperial 

Majesty's   plan Agenda, for and of these positive ventures of 2000/2001, was announced 

directly and in conversation to a Member of The Royal House of The Netherlands, Princess 

Margriet by Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra of the Inner 

African Kingdoms. 

 

This informal meeting was in the presence of Mrs. Kinoma Drabbe of the Dutch Palace Staff, 

the sister-in-Law of nobleman and Royal family close friend Mr.J.Drabbe the Empress's 

Architect was present with his wife. Furthermore other members of the Dutch Royal family 

friends and head of Royal House Staff were also present.  

 

 

 
Aerial photo Boxmeer Estate the Netherlands. 
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This property changeover was a result of Kenya and the Dutch propaganda, totally disturbed, which has deeply 

upset the Imperial family that was interest in the property and the rebuilding, as a private and secondary 

European Residence/Secretariat Offices. The Estate in Boxmeer Netherlands. 

 

 

Mr. Drabbe was the architect for the land renovations of the Boxmeer Villa property and 

Castle Beverweerd both in Holland, which was to accommodate, other living 

accommodations for The Empress's family when in Europe, and for the staff of the Secretariat 

for African Kingdoms and Governments International Commodity Trading.  
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Excerpt of "De Dordtenaar Newspaper" clipping of The Empress, March 2000, several months before the 

hostage holding.  The Empress and Her Majesty's family resided quietly in Werkendam Holland, Holland knew 

of The Empress residences, including the small family home, before the announcements of African Royals in the 

daily newspapers.   

 

 

An early morning visit also took place to Castle Beverweerd in Bunnik Utrecht, before the 

later meetings with Dutch Palace interior restaurateur/decorator concerning the Castle, which 

The Empress had a prominent interest in, but at that time legal complications around the 

Castle were being resolved with former parties of interest, before the closing purchase by The 

Empress. The 13th century Castle Beverweerd at that time was owned by Baron John de Vos 

van Steenwijk, build for its former owner Prince Maurits of England.  
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Her Imperial Majesty Nubian-Kushite African Empress of the Inner African Kingdoms, on a visit with 

His Excellency Baron John de Vos van Steenwijk at the Barons Castle residence in The Netherlands prior 

to The Empress's visit with Her Royal Majesty Princes Margriet in Apeldoorn The Netherlands.  His 

Excellency Baron John de Vos van Steenwijk is the owner of the Castle that Her Imperial Majesty had a 

keen interest in for Africa. 

 

 

Castle Beverweerd present owner former Netherlands Ambassador to Ethiopia and Member 

of the Dutch nobility, Baron John de Vos van Steenwijk was to accompany the Empress, 

accompanied by a small delegation on an Official Tour of The Dutch Royal Family's "Palace 

Loo" in Apeldoorn, the Head of The Royal Gardens at the Palace accompanied the Tour of 

The Empress through the Palace Gardens. Mrs. Kinoma Drabbe Royal Staff hosted the tour of 

the Palace, followed by a social- informal meeting, elsewhere at a private home, together with 

Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet of the Netherlands.  
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Castle Grounds Palladium meant for the function and purpose of African Transatlantic Central Trade  

Consuls. 

 

The takeover of the Castle and several large properties on the Castle 7, 8 Hectare grounds, 

was meant for the representative accommodations for visiting African Heads of States, 

accommodations for The Empress and the African Royals when in the Netherlands, and an 

over 180 rooms building, for the African unified Governments to house African Consuls and 

Transatlantic Trade Secretariats between Africa and the West.  
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Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra and members of The Dutch 

aristocracy inspecting the Beautiful Castle Beverweerd in The Netherlands. 

 

The Castle and Castle ground property houses over 250 plus rooms, including restaurants and 

conference rooms for The United African Trade Consuls in Europe. Suite Accommodations 

for Governmental invited investors, and an African Europe Summit Chamber, all for closer 

and more amicable and transparent trade relations for the future. The Consuls to represent 

each Country, including the Kingdoms and their international commercial interest, who wish 

to use the accommodations. This will be independently controlled by every representing 

country with a general board of the said country, to stimulate the inter-African and 

transatlantic needs, surplus, and commercial progress, through inter-African customising of 

the commercial trade to suit the international requirements. And to stimulate the inter-African 

trade and commerce by investing in the small farmers national and trans-national commercial 

trade progress.  
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Included on the Castle Complex were properties that were intended to function as sub-office, of and for 

the representation of a Central African Stock Market Commission and Stock Exchange. 

 

And specific department for Investors, Bankers, Traders and Inter-African Central Chamber 

of Commerce in Europe, for the correct, and current update of available African/European 

Commercial Tradable Goods. 

 

The Feasibilities studies of Location, of European Options and the legalities to accommodate 

such a project were in progress.  

 

The retired Amsterdam Stock Exchange former-Director Mr.Ulf Doornbos then active on the 

project prepared preliminary data and information that was presented to the Royal Family and 

The Head of Protocol Imperial Prince Diomande, calls were intercepted, so too documents, 

contractual chaos and sabotage was the results and the project was put on hold, Holland was 

cancelled for the project, by the Kingdoms. Propaganda followed later, the Real Estate licence 

of one of the Secretariat Staff Member Senior Commissioner Mr. Jaap Siewers formally of the 

Amsterdam Stock Exchange was cancelled after the national showing of a propaganda film, 

defaming The Empress. 

 

This has done damage but has not wavered The Empress from Her Majesty's goal which is a 

stronger Africa and African Market for all peoples. The African Board of Trade for United 

African has not changed, nor strayed from its direct goal, is a healthy economy is a healthy 

people.  
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Included on the Castle Complex were properties that were intended to function as sub-office, 

of and for the representation of a Central African Stock Market Commission and Stock 

Exchange 24 hours Data Update Centres from its African head bases. And a sub-division 

Centre for Droughts/Famines and Nature Catastrophes within Africa, as international help and 

co-ordination centre for African Continent and its Peoples. 

 

The Empress's USA/European Banker Mr. Robert Mathewson submitted Secretariat's 

Foundations Planning and infra-structure to support and to re-channelling of African 

investments. And so doing creating a more stable investment and growth climate on, 
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instruction and on behalf of the Empress and presented by Head of Protocol Prince Diomande 

to the African Governments.  

 

USA/UK based Mr. Tom Hammon advisor and close friend of The Imperial Family and The 

Empress, presently involved with a 300 Million Dollars Hospital Humanitarian Project and 

investments in The Empresses African Projects and Mr.Robert Mathewson was active on the 

Beverweerd project on Behalf of The Empress, exploring the investment possibilities within 

and outside of Africa for Africa. 

 

Banker Mr. Mathewson and his wife Mrs. Susan Mathewson flew to The Netherlands to view 

the property, information was sent to Africa and presentations were made by His Royal 

Highness Prince David Dauda Diomande of Cote d'Ivoire in the line of the African Imperial 

families and Head of Protocol of the Empress. 

 

The presentation on the intended projects, the investment and financial re-channelling of the 

foundation was prepared by Banker Mr. Mathewson and presented by His Royal Highness 

Imperial Prince David Diomande to The African Leaders on behalf of The Empress. These 

projects were met with approval and appraisal by the African Leaders and Peoples.  

 

Former President the Honourable Mr. Nelson Mandela, was familiar with the basis of The 

Empress's endeavours and intentions for Africa, and was in favour as all the concerned and 

interested country governments in the Empress's projects.  

 

At the Apeldoorn informal meeting with Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet of The 

Netherlands to whom The Empress was quite drawn, Her Highness inquired of The Empress 

in matters of the Family and Her Highness's interest in African and Egypt's early history.  

 

Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet remember and reflected on the pass grandeur of the 

Ancient Pharaohs and was pleasantly surprised having met the Empress at the Empress's 

features and Nubian eyes, and eyes dressing traditional accents that reflect, the Nile family 

lineage so clearly.  

 

The initial preparation was in full progress for the export of Coffee and other commodities 

from Uganda and Kenya, meetings were held with His Excellency Ambassador Mr.Ali 

Karume of Tanzania all in an effort to support the international trade endeavours of the 

African Traders.  

 

Secretariat Trade Secretary Mr. W. Duijzer was in communications with Trinidad and Tobago 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs for a planned visit of His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit 

KasambuLa and Her Majesty.  

 

The said visit of Mr.Jonathon Moi and the preparation for a Trade Delegation's visit to 

Trinidad and Tobago with His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa and The 

Empress were also discussed with the African countries representative Embassies. In likewise 

manner meetings were held with both the Ugandans and Kenyan Ambassadors for the Trade 

representatives to join the Trade Delegation to Trinidad and Tobago on The Empress's 

planned Trade Delegation Visit. 
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The Trade visits was being prepared and arranged by the Empress's Secretariat Trade 

Secretary Mr.Wim Duijzer. These endeavours and projects of the Empress and those of Her 

Royal Highness Princess Margriet were discussed. 

 

Mr. Jonathon Moi's earlier planned visit was discussed, and Her Majesty's planned visit to 

Kenya and informal visit to Uganda, that was being discussed at that time with Uganda Head 

of Missions at the Ugandan Embassy in Brussels, the Honourable Ambassador Mr. Lewis 

Balinda, and the Ugandan Embassy Attaché Council Mrs.Tembo.  

 

Plans for Beverweerd were discussed, and the earlier visit to Prominent Dutch interior 

designers and friends of the inner circle in the Netherlands.  

 

Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet's experiences and plans for the International Red Cross 

in Africa was one of the interesting primarily topics, the Princess has returned a day or two 

before from an Official Red Cross Convention in the Middle-East and Her Royal Highness 

Princess Margriet was very well pleased with Kenya's full support of the Princess efforts at 

the convention. The impending visit of Jonathon Moi for future Trade and the Africa Trade 

delegations visit to Trinidad & Tobago.  

 

It was a warm and most pleasant conversation The Empress later briefed to family members 

of the African Kingdoms all were pleased and looked forward to future cordial and friendly 

meetings and discussion for the benefits of our respective peoples of the Globe. The 

conversation with the Dutch Royals was very relaxed and no sign of any negative under 

current or tension was apparent. This trade mission was a positive move towards closer and 

stronger trading ties between the mutual countries throughout Africa and the West. 

 

The purpose of The Empress's open discussion with the Dutch Royals was informal inquiry 

into Holland's interest in the planned Trade meetings with the African invited Delegations and 

to invite the Netherlands to join the planned Trade Visits, with accent on Progressive 

Technological and Communications advancements exchanges between and within the Trading 

Countries. This was the first station in a rotating tour of African Trade Delegations and Trade 

exchanges throughout Africa. 

 

Amongst the planned trade visits to Trinidad and Tobago and throughout the Caribbean to 

strengthen the African Trade ties, others were also planned. Thereafter the USA and back to 

Africa, for the rest of this year’s schedules, and the closing of The Beverweerd Castle 

legalities with passed owners in order to complete the purchase for the interested African 

Governments and International Traders.  

 

Mr Jonathon Moi was told of the visit by the Empress with the Princess per telephone the next 

day and extended his regards to them, if the occasion arrived before his intended visits. 

 

The Empress's social and Kingdom business ambient schedule and projects took a 180 

degree turn hereafter..... 
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The Washington Trading International Limited.  Kenyan Company 

Memorandum Signing with Members of Kenyan Government. 
 

 
Documents to pertaining to the business contractual and legalities for the African Projects was 

drawn up and prepared.  

 

Mr. Solomon Boit whilst Her Majesty was in Kenya in the initial days of Her Majesty's visit 

signed the 20 paged document, for the opening of Washington Trading International LTD, to 

support international import and export for small farmers and traders, and Kenyan commerce 

through the Kenyan Government Permanent Secretariat Mr.Boit who signed on behalf of the 

Kenyan Government, and Mr.Walter Chumo as private businessman. 
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Hillside Estate Limited: Property Offer. 

AGIP/ITALY 
 

Mr.Jonathon Moi Family Company "Hill Side Estate LTD Nairobi" was responsible for the 

signing and closing of the presumed AGIP Properties offer to The Empress and European 

Investors, which had interest in Kenyan investments. The documents as sent by Hill Side 

Estate Ltd proved later to be incorrect and falsified.  

 

AGIP Document sent to The Empress Secretariat by "The Chairman" Mr. Jonathon Moi's 

Family Business, Hill Side Estate Ltd in Nairobi prior to the hostage holding of Her Imperial 

Majesty Empress Shebah Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra of The Inner African Kingdoms of the 

Lines of Nubia-Kush. 

 

 

Her Majesty's changed schedule the later planned Kenya visit was pushed forward, soon after, 

in light of Holland's refusal to give Mr.Chumo, Mr. Jonathon's Moi accompanying party a 

visa. Mr. Raymond Okudzeto and Mr. Moi had Diplomatic Passports. Regardless of all 

Diplomatic efforts of the Kenyan Government, Mr. Chumo was denied entrance into The 

Netherlands. 

 

The Kenyan Ambassador's meetings and communications with The Empress in the matter of 

travelling difficulties, pertaining to Mr.Walter Chumo in his efforts to accompany the 

President's son Mr. Jonathon Moi and Mr. Raymond Okudzeto on a formal visit, for the 

finalising of contracts with The Empress in the Netherlands, was vetoed by the Dutch Foreign 

Ministry. 
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AGIP Document sent to The Empress Secretariat by "The Chairman" Mr. Jonathon Moi's Family  from 

Business. Hill Side Estate Ltd in Nairobi prior to the hostage holding of Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah 

Debra Amelia Kasambu'Ra of The Inner African Kingdoms of the Lines of Nubia-Kush. 
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The First and last pages of Kenyan Coffee Board Offers amongst documents sent to the Secretariat by Mr. 

Chumo on behalf of Mr.Jonathnon Moi, and as previously discussed with Mr.Moi's Office. This was for Trading 

through Washington Trade Kenya whose contractual documents was finalised and signed in Kenya.  
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Her Majesty and Kenyan Dutch Diplomatic efforts, in the matter of Jonathon Moi delegation member Mr.Walter 

Chumo. 
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His Royal Majesty King KasambuLa with the Empress together with Trade Secretary Mr.Wim Duijzer, family 

and members of Staff, who were active, on the humanitarian milk project for Kenya in 2000. Photo taken at a 

reception in The Netherlands. 

 

 

The contracts of Uganda Tanzania and Kenya were crucial, buyers were waiting and the 

contracts were ready, to be signed in Kenya, the profit was to be of assistance for East Africa 

that was suffering a period long and severe period of dry season, farm animals, plants and 

most unfortunate people, children.  

 

Her Imperial majesty was called upon to assist in acquiring Skimmed Milk Powder to curd the 

major deficiency, Mr.Chumo and Mr.Boit Kenya Permanent Secretary had held talks and 

group conference with offices, relations and staff, the milk was crucial for Kenya, and the 

contracts that Kenya destroyed, were also crucial for Her Imperial Majesty's imperative, 

which was to contribute some assistance to the suffering peoples..  

 

All income from all projects are for reinvesting and duplicating investments strategy 

throughout Africa and the West, through Inter-African Trading, and a customised market for 

national and international global needs. Mr.Moi was very active on this project, Mr.Chumo 

was acting on Mr.Jonathon Moi's behalf, the licenses and authorisations were being prepared 

to close the contracts with the waiting sellers, and a long term contractual A.Quality, low 

priced supplies would be delivered, after the finalising in the four day visit, to the Washington 

Trading International Ltd in Kenya, and this finalizing would also be for all mentioned 

African projects with the founding of Washington International Trade Limited. 
 

 

Memorandum and Articles of Association of The Washington Trading International Limited 

was drawn up by Nairobi Kenyan Law Firm:  
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KIPKENDA, LILAN & CO, ADVOCATES TELPOSTA TOWERS: 19th 

FLOOR KENYATTA AVENUE P.O.BOX 56832. NARIOBI. KENYA.  

 

Under The Companies Act: Chapter 486, Laws of Kenya. The final signatures of 

the Kenyan Associates were signed at the Grand Regency Kenya, in the 

presence of Her Imperial Majesty, shareholders, and Advocate Mr. Kipkenda, 

after Her Majesty's arrival in Kenya.  

 

The Copies of the Memorandums 3, including a key dramaturgic player in the 

Dutch Televised propaganda series will be revealed later on in this document, 

and the surrounding complot. 
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The Kenyan Ambassador's meetings and communications with The Empress in the matter of travelling 

difficulties, pertaining to Mr.Walter Chumo in his efforts to accompany the President's son Mr. Jonathon Moi 

and Mr. Raymond Okudzeto on a formal visit, for the finalising of contracts with The  
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Empress.
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Forced cancellation African Trade Delegation Visit to Trinidad, by the Former Basdeo 

Panday Administration. 

 

After the final information of the Empress's Visit and Trade Delegation, the documents were 

posted to the Trinidad and Tobago Government, the, then Panday Government and Foreign 

Ministry.  

 

The said visit of Mr.Jonathon Moi and preparation for a Trade Delegation visit to Trinidad 

and Tobago with His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa and The Empress was 

also discussed with the African countries representative Embassies, and the small noble 

delegation with Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet of Holland in likewise manner 

meetings were held with both the Ugandans and Kenyan Ambassadors for the Trade 

representatives to join the Trade Delegation to Trinidad and Tobago on The Empress's 

planned Trade Delegation Visit.  

 

Contact was also held with the Trinidad and Tobago Embassy in Brussels Attaché Andre 

Laveau, who has had contact with The Empress and was well acquainted with Her Majesty 

endeavours for many years.  Ironically the Empress stopped all contact with the Trinidad and 

Tobago Embassy after security fears were raised for Her Majesty's Safety, after evidence that 

the then Government was involved in this sordid affair. 

 

Except soon after receiving that letter and further communications, Permanent Secretary Mr. 

Kirk Francois was no longer responsible for the Trade visit planning, and was said to have 

been transferred. The Office of Nubian Affairs Trade Secretary Mr.Wim Duijzer, and Her 

Majesty's personal contact the Trinidad and Tobago Government, Mr.Ralph Maraj Office was 

the responsible Governmental Officials. 

 

The Empress upon calling was addressed and replied to in a brisk discourteous unfriendly 

voice, before the gentleman hung up a few seconds, Her Majesty and Staff had 

communicated, by post and by verbal communication on several occasion, Her Majesty 

remembers Mr. Francois to be very friendly, supported and interested in the possibilities of 

Trade and Cultural exchanges, during conversation. 

 

Trade Secretary, Mr.Wim Duijzer was told in a remarkable twist of planning, by the 

office of Mr.Ralph Maraj of the former Trinidad and Tobago Government under Prime 

Minister Basdeo Panday Foreign Ministry: 

 

 that Beauty Pageant Winner Miss India was scheduled to visit at the same time.  

 

It was felt that both: 

 

 " The Empress, His Royal Majesty King Adam Thabit KasambuLa and the first three 

of the African countries delegation, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania in a forerun to include 

all the African countries, to stimulate Trade between Africa and the Caribbean and 

social cultural exchanges between Africa and the West Indies as a whole, and bi-

lateral tourism between both Regions: would jeopardise the proper security needed 

both for Miss India and her International Beauty Pageant Delegation from India and 

The African Delegation and visit of the Empress and King KasambuLa.  
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Her Imperial Majesty was born in the Trinidad line of the African Imperial Family, of the 

Nubian-Ethiopian descendent lineage, that was exiled, by the British at the close of the slave 

trade with the Diaspora Africans through-out the Caribbean, during slavery, through Europe 

at the turn of 1800/1900.   

 

The African Royal Families and African Trade Diplomats, and Secretariat staff members 

cancelled the intended visit of Her Majesty to Trinidad and Tobago. It was advised by 

members of Government of Trinidad and Tobago that the Delegation should consider coming 

the following year after the intended elections. As Holland knew, and it will be explained later 

in these documents......  Her Imperial Majesty and Secretariat Staff decided to travel over to 

Trinidad privately to visit family members and start procedures for a Trade Secretariat for 

Trinidad & Tobago/Africa Trade, after The Empress had returned from the scheduled Kenyan 

visit.  Heads of the Trinidad and Tobago business community are interested and are eagerly 

awaiting the delegation and of course, the visits of The Royals.  

 

The Empress left for Kenya, the discussions about the Trade Visit to Trinidad was placed at 

that time on hold, owing to unnecessary hindrances, until Her Majesty's return, from the four 

to seven day Kenyan visit in 2000. It should here noted, that Parliament Members of the 

Trinidad and Tobago Government through the efforts and assistance of Mr.Winston Padmore 

influenced greatly the International rescue action........ 

 
Sociologist Miss. Nicole Olga 

Katharine Bland of Trinidad, a young 

friend of the Royal family was a solace 

during Her Majesty and Staff period of 

hostage in Kenya. Ms.Nicole Bland 

contacted the Head of Security 

Mr.Ronald van Middelkoop via a 

internet messaging program.  

 

And was able to convey messages to 

family members of Her Majesty in 

Trinidad and Tobago.  Ms.Nicole 

Bland was scheduled to leave for 

Kenya on the first leg of a cultural 

filming documentary tour, on behalf of 

Her Majesty with her team of 

documentary staff, to start a series of 

documentary of Africa. Her Imperial 

Majesty and the Kingdom families 

thank you publicly.  
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And yet.........After the nightmare of Kenya/Former Trinidad Government 

Scandalous Act. 
 

The Trinidad and Tobago former Panday Government Administration, was much, and totally, 

unexpectedly, and shockingly obnoxious to The Empress, personally, and to all involved 

parties, directly involved in the propaganda incidents later.  

 

Contact was revealed between Trinidad and The Netherlands Royal Family and Government; 

the Panday Government of Trinidad offered to assist the Netherlands if diplomatic or 

governmental assistance was needed from them, and the necessities, to this mutual 

agreement of colleagues  were finalised and exchange between both parties to full 

satisfaction.  

 

The Trinidad and Tobago Government immediately, gave the go ahead for the Trinidad 

telephone lines of the family to be tapped, for contact from The Empress in Europe.  

 

Calls from the African Kingdoms to the family in Trinidad were being diverted, tapping 

included the cellular phone of the Head of Protocol's USA number as His Highness stopped 

over for a transfer at Schiphol Airport Holland, and called to announce His Highness's final 

arrival time to The Empress, who was in Switzerland. 

 

The Empress was at that time travelling under a Trinidad and Tobago passport, as Her 

Majesty was in private and in light of the dangers, had requested from the Head of Protocol, 

His Royal Highness Prince David Diomande, that they travel under one of their family names, 

and later, His Royal Highness should expeditiously forward, for and to Her Imperial Majesty, 

the Royal children and Staff the full and necessary Regal diplomatic documents. Holland was 

aware of this Diplomatic arrangement and further illumination will be given later in these 

documents.  

 

Uganda/Tanzania Dutch Trade Delegation. 
 

Uganda was aware of the intended informal visit by the Empress to Kenya and the other East 

African countries. Earlier plans for The Empress to accompany a Dutch Delegation to 

Uganda, after invitations from and through the Ugandan Ambassador Mr.Balinda and the 

Tanzanian Ambassador Mr.Ali Karume, to accompany the Dutch Trade Delegation on their 

African mission, in support and to stimulate the African Trade and Commerce Communities 

of Tanzania and Uganda.   

 

Contact was made with the Dutch Ministry details ......The Plan was stopped, veto by The 

Netherlands. The Foreign Ministry replied that though they understood the African Business 

Community being represented by The Empress amongst the delegation, but there were 

protocol problems. The leader of the Delegation and of Highest Status/Function and 

representing The Royal House and The Dutch Government was The Dutch Trade Secretary at 

that time.  

 

The protocol problem discrepancy as told to the Private Secretary Ms. Charron Wirht of Her 

Imperial Majesty Secretariat, the  Trade Secretary Mr.Duijzer and to the parties in the 
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diplomatic discussion. It was felt that the Empress's higher status would be against the 

hierarchy rule of the delegation, the leader of the Delegation the Dutch Trade Secretary saw 

problems within the Protocol. The Empress on hearing this instructed that it be clearly told 

that the Empress was there to represent support both Holland and the Africans wanting to 

explore international trade.  

 

As a part of the Delegation to promote African Trade, within Uganda and Tanzania. The 

Foreign Ministry had a problem with that. The Empress cordially thanked Holland for their 

efforts and instructed the Embassies that separate and later trade delegations will be organised 

thereafter it was not a problem in the least.   
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American/Kenyans.......... 

 

Alita Githrie and her family are in Kenya, the family are naturalised 

citizens of the United States of America, and all contact to the family 

has been and is consistently disrupted or blocked. 

 

Alita  and Tom Githrie needs help, they are in danger if still alive, we 

call in light of this circumstance on the United States Foreign Ministry 

and USA Embassy in Kenya, to assist in locating the whereabouts' of 

Mrs Githrie and family.  

 

Mr. & Mrs. Githrie, Her Imperial Majesty Empress Shebah Debra 

Amelia Kasambu'Ra, your friend is well, and thanks, likewise the 

Kingdoms your faith and assistance to our Empress, we the Kingdoms 

families applaud and welcome you.   
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Her Majesty wishes to thank the Government and Peoples of Tanzania and Uganda for their assistance in 

building African Trade, and regrets the temporary interruptions in the final realisation of our endeavour. 

9 
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Picture: The Grand Regency Hotel in Nairobi where The Empress Shebah Debra Amelia was held months 

hostage. 

 

The Presidential Suite is on the right wing 12th floor below The Summit Room at Roof level 

the Empress was held in the Presidential Suite and later moved to the Executive Suite on the 

same floor to the right corner of the Presidential Suite which is the back and far side not 

visible in the photo above. Her Imperial majesty before being rescued from Kenya was held in 

the bottom right hand suite above the Swimming Pool and closed to the main generators, no 

guest approached that area, and it was always under surveillance on the right side across from 

the Hotel a car garage is from that window visible when in the suite from that garage a second 

team of surveillance peoples of the Moi's stood watch. On the left and the building in the 

closest proximity is the notorious governmental interrogation and torture chamber, of the CID 

Special Division, where the unfortunate Kenyan Attorney was taken before he was later 

murdered, because of evidence of the hostage holding and the President Kabila Assassination 

Affair. 

"The Empress and Staff hostage holding in Kenya......see document file: Kenyan/Hostage 

Holding, Empress 2000/2001." 

 

 

The Empress's Return to Holland/Projects Sabotage. 

 
On Her Majesty's return to Europe and Holland, after release from Kenya, the propaganda 

was, as earlier stated, in full swing, efforts to move forward with the Beverweerd projects 

were systematically sabotaged by character assassinations, tapping, bugging, internet and 

emails in break and continued amongst the here not mentioned.  

 

The African Governments and Kingdom are therefore totally baffled at the attitude of The 

Netherlands the Dutch Royals and former Trinidad and Tobago Panday Government........with 
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this malicious propaganda together with Kenya......at this close political, personal, 

Governmental, friends of The Family level. There is total disbelief within The Kingdoms that 

Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet has any influence on this propaganda campaign and 

kingdom business sabotage. We all respect and admire Her Royal Highness Princess Margriet 

for Her Highness's openness and integrity. 

 

False Propaganda, equivocation Accusations 

Kenya/Netherlands. 
 

In particular against Kenya's accusation of having no prior knowledge of The Empress's visit 

to Kenya.  

 

When the wilful disturbances, hindrances assailed the set plans and agenda of the Empress, 

during Her Majesty's sojourn in Kenya, the Empress consistently requested to speak to the 

President, President Moi moved to his Uhuru Kenya Family Residence and communicated 

and directed the proceedings within Nairobi around The Empress.  

 

The Empress's Head of Security and Staff in Kenya was present and was witness to several 

fruitless attempts to reach the President, Consequently he observed the including efforts of the 

then State House Secretary and members of State House Staff to arrange a meeting with The 

Empress. The Netherlands televised propaganda claim in support of Kenya's actions, denying 

any contact or prior knowledge of Our Empress, who is portrayed as an unknown woman and 

a con. Additional contradictory information is being publicised in the Kenyan and Dutch 

Media/Press. 
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The Rijnsburger Affair/Dutch Propaganda, 

 

The Kenya Dutch propaganda saga connection is more illuminated in the following point, the 

main character in the Dutch propaganda camp, and who has already been interviewed on 

Dutch television in a propaganda attack towards the Empress, the following should be clearly 

brought to light....Mr.Stefan Rijnsburger Dutch citizen resident to Gorinchem Holland, had 

signed a contract for shares in the Washington Trade project, the smallest shareholder, the 

Washington Trade paperwork was finalised on The Empress Kenyan Visit, the Washington 

Trading International Limited is the company formed by the Secretariat and the Kenyan 

Government represented by Permanent Secretary Solomon Boit and Mr. Walter Chumo for 

"Private Businessman "Hillside Estate These two gentlemen adjunctly signed this contract 

too, together with the Trade Secretary Mr. Willem  (Wim) Duijzer, who had previously signed 

in Holland. .Her Imperial Majesty and the Kenyan Legal Counsel. of Kipkenda, Lilan. & Co 

Advocates", additionally. Countersigned. 

 

Mr. Stefan Rijnsburger, whose sister had died earlier, was an acquaintance of the Imperial 

Prince SERGE. Mr Rijnsburger asked Her Majesty if he could invest some money, in Her 

Majesty's trading, in order to earn some extra finance, on that which was left of his 

inheritance. The Washington Document copies are a sensitive item in Kenya, these copies are 

being searched for, three copies are in Kenya and three in the possession of the Secretariat and 

here copied.  

 

In light of all that has transpired it was of great interest to all associated in this distasteful 

incident, Mr Rijnsburger had to be accommodated, and be comfortably silenced. Mr. 

Rijnsburger we are sure, is not aware of the events that have transpired behind the 

>"scenes>", but has succumbed, like many, to well-planned and well paid 

manipulations.......Former and present staff members, Restaurant proprietors, and other such 

businesses owners and associates, where the Imperial family formerly casually frequented, 

dined and socialized, were all interviewed in the quest for a television series of said 

propaganda.  

 

The Empress's entire Staff was approached by TV journalist during the selfsame period, of 

Her Majesty's Visit to Kenya.  The persons identified as the Echelon and initiative of the 

performing reprobates, were identified as the selfsame members of the small delegation at the 

meeting in Apeldoorn with Princess Margriet and The Empress, who were acquainted with 

some of the staff members, prior to Kenya. They, the Empress's Staff members were 

approached by this twisted circle of inhumane third party humbug and the records, the phone 

calls are verifiable, for all who care to do some serious research in this conspicuous episode of 

defaming a African Royal--- The Empress. 

 

It is of interest to know, that it was a misused, misguided Mr.Rijnburger, who accused Prince 

SERGE, causing His Highness unlawful, unwarranted, and most definitely un-diplomatic 

arrest void of all protocol etiquettes and diplomatic courtesies and basic human integrity it is 

vile. It was immediately after this incident that the planning of the TV programs were set to 

include the arrest of the Prince and to disgrace publicly the Empress. In toto, and in similar 

manner," it was said that The Empress had suicidal tendencies. Which like the propaganda is 

ungrounded, unfounded........and ridiculous. . 
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It was Mr. Rijnsburger mother that arranged a private meeting with the Empress at their 

temporary Leerdam Nederland sub-office, whilst the family prepared to leave the 

Netherlands. Mr, Rijnsburger's mother Mrs. Dineke Bouters attended the private meeting with 

a said family member a niece, it was a television journalist. Simultaneously attempts were 

made to contact the children at the Hotel nearby where they at that moment quietly resided 

until leaving Holland.  

 

Her Royal Highness Imperial Princess Vanessa Shavonne was called on Her Highness private 

number, obtained through telephone tapping, and was repeated ask to give an interview about 

her family and moreover information was requested about her younger brother His Royal 

Highness Prince SERGE during the private birthday Party of the 18 year old Imperial Prince.  

 

Mr. Rijnburger was shares were paid out at the 20, 000 he paid, plus 6,000 interests, to his 

mother. Mrs D. Bouters, who together with her son Mr S. Rijnburger, were two of the main 

prevaricators and truth twisters, who were responsibly for the erroneous apprehension of His 

Highness the young Prince SERGE, and who  assisted in the making one of the defamation 

films, sponsored by the respective Dutch Authorities.  

 

However the Washington Trade Venture never functioned, never made a profit, because, all 

ties were broken with Kenya and the governmental shareholders of that very Washington 

Trade Ltd.  

 

The said TV programme was televised by Holland, a costly propaganda program of a series 

with professional actors and made a mockery and attempted to make a mockery of the African 

Kingdom Empress. 

 

During The Empress's Hostage holding in Kenya the Prince resided by The Rijnsburgers, his 

Highness later left to stay with friends in the apartment of another of another friend. Shortly 

after, on the morning after New Years, at approximately 11.00 o'clock in the morning, a 

firecracker was shot through the apartment's window, it is still unknown to the fire department 

and police how the fire was started or better said spread with such a ferocity that only two 

bedroom was left over.....fortunately the young Prince had left the apartment earlier on, on a 

short errand. The two others of The Prince's friends, who had stayed over, were startled by the 

firecracker missile that exploded the room into flames. The fire is yet one of the unsolved 

mysteries..... 

 

The Prince was contacted by The Rijnsburgers and was invited back to stay at the apartment, 

that he shared with Mr. Stefan Rijnburger, whose mother was away during the week .The long 

absence of The Empress in Holland, and the active silencing of the Empress in Kenya, 

negative propaganda and financial attacks were silently bearing fruit, and a net of intrigue was 

being woven by Kenya and Netherlands while the Empress was held hostage. At that time, as 

was later confirmed, the Rijnsburgers were already active with the Journalist team planning 

and scheming, all was with full participation, active in the national and international character 

defamation campaign against The Empress. 
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Scandalous and forced participation in a political Diplomatic 

Agenda using an innocent young man 

His Royal Highness Prince SERGE  
 

The Empress's son His Royal Imperial Highness Prince SERGE Kasambu'Ra, was followed 

by the Intelligence Agency, in the period before His Highness's eighteenth birthday, on His 

Highness Imperial Prince SERGE 18th birthday, an appointment was made at the temporary 

office of the Empress and Staff, before leaving the Netherlands. At that appointment, the party 

of the appointment, Mrs Dineke Bouters, was accompanied by a family member, it was 

indeed a Dutch television journalist. At that same time a short distant away the 18th year old 

birthday Imperial Prince was being film unknown to the Royal family and most certainly 

unauthorised.  

 

A short while after, whilst The Empress was travelling on matters of business, His Highness 

was taken from his residence at that time and placed under arrest, His Highness's diplomatic 

passport was being prepared after the turn of His Highness 18th Birthday in 2001, since the 

Kenya and Netherlands incident, the reverting back to the of the Diplomatic travel documents 

had become a matter of priority for all Kingdom family members, at all times.  

 

His Highness was arrested on the day of  national celebration in the Netherlands on the 5th of 

December called Sint Niklas where Christmas presents are exchange and families gather to 

celebrate this traditional celebration, most if not all offices are closed much earlier, the arrest 

was carefully planned. 

 

Every effort to secure information on the matter, and the legal grounds for His Highness's 

arrest, failed. All and any efforts to secure His Highness immediate release failed, any 

attempts by the Her Imperial Majesty's Charge d'Affaires Baron John J.van Bree, Senior 

Commissioners Mrs. Hilje K-Kooij, the family Advocates, both from the international arena 

and in The Netherlands, failed.......offices were closed....so too, on the day 

thereafter............and on Saturdays and Sundays courts are closed, so too all government or 

ministerial offices. 

 

His Royal Highness was released early the following Monday morning, ill with hyperthermia 

after having spent three days in a cold unheated cell, dressed only in trousers and vest/t-shirt. 

His Highness's terrible ordeal was for a reason....He was innocent of any accusation filed by  

the friend, Mr S Rijnburger.  

 

Three long days His Royal Highness remained without any legal counsel, and no one was 

allowed to visit or to speak to the young Prince. The Dutch Authorities propounded that His 

Royal Highness Prince SERGE was now 18 years of age, and only the direct parent can see or 

speak to him.  

 

The Dutch Law Enforcement System was insecure of Mr Rijnsburger's information and 

accusation. Therefore the young Prince was declared officially temporary innocent and was 

free to go. His Highness was not even given the courtesy to get properly dressed. He was 

forcibly awakened handcuffed and spirited away into a three day confinement. This malicious 

and direct political action against the Kingdoms is abominable and will not be accepted. 
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The actual planning and intent was to lure Her Imperial Majesty back to Holland, tortured by 

the drama that Her Majesty's son was experiencing. The intention was to arrest the Empress, 

who was temporarily hampered from obtaining Her Diplomatic passport which was being 

prepared and changed after the birthday of the 18 year old Imperial Prince SERGE........ 

 

The Netherlands was well aware of this fact, that Her Imperial Majesty travelled on a civilian 

passport, using one of Her Majesty's Family names....Whilst having the other documents 

renewed, prior and during this arrest incident.  

 

The Cote d'Ivoire authorities discovered under inspection and instruction of His Royal 

Highness Imperial Prince David Diomande and members of The Imperial Family, that 

Holland, the Dutch Embassy in Cote d'Ivoire, their Ambassador and together with their 

Kenyan associates have enticed corrupted and paid members of the respective government 

Ministry to give out information about the Empress.  

 

On receiving information from the High Profile Ministerial and Presidential Staff concerning 

this issue, the respective members of that Ministry were immediately suspended and 

dismissed, after internal governmental and Kingdom investigations of this distasteful incident.  

 

The African Kingdoms were and are disgusted at such etiquette and behaviour. It was after 

this false arrest that the flood of propaganda commenced. 

 

Holland had directly attempted to sabotage the diplomatic documentation proceedings, as 

instructed and requested by The Empress to Her Majesty's Head of Protocol and family 

member from the Cote d'Ivoire Imperial Kingdom lines.  His Royal Highness Imperial Prince 

Diomande and the Cote d'Ivoire Imperial families and the surrounding West African Kingdom 

families together with their governments, came to the assistance of their family Imperial 

Royals, then in Switzerland. The southern, central and northern Kingdoms families were 

informed of the distasteful matter shortly later.  

 

The Netherlands was discovered to be directly planning for further and more direct 

propaganda and character attacks on the Empress, whilst Her Imperial Majesty was travelling 

in private, under Her Majesty's Trinidad and Tobago passport.  

 

Holland during that period in one of their propaganda documentary showed the Empress's 

Passport. Copies of Her Majesty's private travelling documents were shown on Dutch national 

television during a televised propaganda filmed and played by Dutch actors and actresses to 

portray the Imperial Royal African Family members and the Leerdam, Holland Secretariat 

Staff.  

 

All parties in the Cote d'Ivoire Presidential Office and the respective Ministries were 

dismissed and others are yet in the very process of dismissal. This distasteful incident of 

private hindrance was paid for by Dutch high profile Embassy Staff in Cote d'Ivoire. These 

high profile Emissaries were influenced in their working, with and by, the Kenyan 

Ambassador and their respective governments. After the disgrace of the Dutch and Kenya in 

the Presidential Office Meeting, the African Leaders ordered and stated request, for the 
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immediate rectification and stoppage of this insult by Kenya and the Netherlands to the 

African Kingdoms and African Peoples.  

 

They admonished Holland that if this insult is not stopped, and it's immediate correction is not 

directed towards the hard working Empress, who symbolizes for all of African Kingdoms, 

progress, then particular textiles sanctions against the Holland Textile Industry will be 

activated in the West African Countries. 

 

Let it be known, 80% of Dutch textiles are exported to the West African markets, and at the 

Senegal Convention earlier this year 2002, these facts were confirmed, and this 

admonishment of rectification was also postulated. 

 

Therefore had The Empress travelled to Her Majesty's distressed son His Highness Prince 

SERGE in Holland, anything was possible...... 

  

His Highness through efforts of Her Majesty's Commissioners and Charge d'Affairs sent a 

message to His Highness mother The Empress, stating. His Highness will be okay. "Don't 

come......it's exactly what they are waiting for".... 

 

...in the malicious games of dirty politics....it is low really low when children are used as 

pawns to get to the parents.............unforgivable...  

 

His Royal Highness together with the family and Heads of Staff have since left The 

Netherlands. 

 

The Empress's private matters in the Netherlands have been place in the hands of The 

Empress Supreme Court Attorney’s Office, and family friend Trinidadian Attorney 

Mr.C.A.Serrano together with the African and international Royal and Imperial families, and 

Kingdom Attorneys.  

 

Her Imperial Majesty The Empress "assures all relations and friends that all is well, and what 

is to be, will be, rest assured all will be well......in The Sovereign Lord Supreme Imperial God 

of All Yahweh........... Given time....where now you see darkness.......there will be light."  And 

to all the misled, through the tide of propaganda, all is well, remember every coin has two 

sides, so too....people and, all, that has to do with people or individuals, regardless of who 

they are, everything has two sides... 

 

It was later confirmed by African/European intelligence that the passport issue sabotage 

attempts in Cote d'Ivoire, were in order to arrest the Empress on a trumped up propaganda 

affair and have the televised prepared program and a series of propaganda film to finally and 

permanently terminated The Empress and The Empress's endeavours and discredit the 

character of the possible of the Imperial Family within Europe permanently...... 
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Property Damages. 
 

The Boxmeer property ownership changeover was prevented as a result of the Kenya/Dutch 

propaganda. The European business Ventures were massively sabotaged. The Empress's 

Secretariat representing The African Kingdom's businesses and Project Endeavours were 

ruined through the character defamation campaign directed towards the Empress,   

 

Equally so, the Castle exchange was also totally disturbed as result of the Kenya Hostage 

holding of The Empress during an Official visit, and the Kenya/Dutch propaganda, and the 

massive sabotage of European projects, contracts and business, and character defamation 

campaign against the Imperial Family. The Empress's interest in the property and it's 

rebuilding, was for the sole reason, of acquiring a private and secondary European 

Residence/Secretariat Office.  

 

These African Projects fell victim to the President Moi's and Jonathon Moi's plans and 

Propagandas supported by the Netherlands. These, and all such like projects are still active. 

The Project's Realization, and location has only been newly positioned to another country and 

another point in time and Holland has been exempted from the honour, as host country, for all 

such Kingdom projects. A friendly and more commercially inclined Host country would be an 

asset to the African Kingdom Trade.  

 

The Netherlands has been totally sanctioned by the African Kingdoms, in regards to any 

commercial interest, from any Kingdom or member of any Kingdom Family, or from any 

Kingdom Family's European residential bases, all staff and family member are at present 

breaking all ties, to formally and officially leave the Netherlands, after the despicable events.  

 

Several European and United States Investors interested in these projects have in solidarity 

with the Empress and in frustration to the sabotaging and financial disturbance and privacy to 

their person boycotted Dutch Airlines and are side stepping many long term contracts, with 

Holland.   

 

Both Kenya and Holland knew of Her Majesty's October/December 2000/2001 and Project 

planning in the Netherlands and Her Majesty's Schedule. 

 

Holland knew, the Dutch Royals knew, visits were made to Castle Beverweerd, and the 

investors were waiting. African Heads of State were aware, and still are looking forward to 

the progressive commercial projects of The Empress for the African Peoples as a whole. 

Propaganda have caused the immediate halt to the Beverweerd Project and any and all 

Holland or Netherlands linked Projects involving the Kingdoms, their peoples or any matters 

on Kingdom private lands.   

 

The insult to the Kingdoms Families and the Heads of States, The Empress Head of Protocol 

His Majesty Prince David Diomande and the Families in and outside Africa, and all the 

people who has placed time and energy in these projects, has crossed all boundaries of Royal 

ethics, Royal codes, and Government to Government Protocols, etiquettes, courtesies and 

respect. It is an insult to Africa as a whole. 
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The Empress.........on the senselessness of Kenya and the 

Netherlands defamation campaign........... 
 

"These malicious actions has cost the people of Africa, 100's of millions worth in investment 

capital of commercial African/Europe business contracts, the African/USA investment 

projects have been directly sabotaged, trade contracts intercepted and projects sabotage, and a 

list of such disgraceful ethics.  

 

Africa's income for Africa's efforts consistently shattered, for the private and commercial gain 

and reasons of the parties involved in this scandalous behaviour. As the Empress termed it, a 

clear colonialist power and control struggle for Africa's economic stagnation and erosion, for 

the purpose of  centuries old controlled African Markets and Africa's growth as a continent, 

Be clearly advised that Africa's internal and economic matters, are of primary concern, of and 

by Africa, and most certainly supported by the African Kingdoms.  

 

The Kingdoms will support Africa and the Leaders of Africa, in all endeavours to pull Africa 

out of its commercial economical stagnated status, for the survival and benefit of all its 

peoples, and a stable and prosperous economical world balance, for all of the Global Villagers 

of planet Earth, regardless of any unthinking, silly and loathsome propagandist efforts or 

sabotage, by any wolf in sheep's clothing.....be it from within or from outside of Africa that 

damages the joint Presidential efforts, individual or otherwise projects of the Kingdoms or 

peoples of Africa, I declare.  

 

Treat Africa with Dignity, Integrity and respect. The African Governing Leaders have always 

respected and honoured other Dignitaries, even doing this,  to their own detriment. Africans 

were and are still positive, with and in relation to, western Monarchs, or western Governments 

and their Heads of State.   

 

When has Africa ever in all its history interfered with any Presidential decisions making, of 

any Western President, at any time pertaining to their Leadership or internal governing or 

development of their said country, it is unheard off..... 

 

When did any African Monarchs whose Royal lines and titles are as old as the earth’s crust 

itself, ever break the universal codes of Royal ethics and ever interfered or disrupt any efforts 

of any European Monarch at any time in matters of that Monarchs rules and decisions of any 

kind within Their own Sovereign Territories and deliberately and malicious attempted to 

defame, discredit and propagandise the name of any of those Monarchs or any Member of 

Their Families?.... 

 

Furthermore, if anyone has any reason to be hostile in light of African/Europe 400 years plus 

history it is the Continent and peoples of Africa. 

 

Yet Africa has again, cast away the pass atrocities for the growth and benefit of all and our 

planet, in friendship and in trade in social and in cultural exchanges and it was internationally 

insulted by Holland and their members of this collaborating group of despicable associates, 

who propagate their macabre plans for personal gains and power, on the backs of the African 

peoples, it is loathsome.........."  The Empress. 
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Projects cancellation/Dutch Office Closure 2002/after Kenya. 

Secretariat Staff Harassments. 

 

Projects and financial obligations were kept consistently off balance, through this tension, 

anxiety was created amongst the staff, and acquaintances were approached, interviewed and 

coerced into more propaganda. Her Majesty's Senior Commissioner Mr.Wim van den Berg, 

family owned Hotel Lucullus in Leerdam in the Netherlands was financially damaged by the 

propaganda and the financial damage around The Empress together with crucial contracts that 

were disturbed.   

 

Senior Commissioner J.Kooij private matters became increasingly disturbing, private legal 

matters were tapped, phones bugged, and present private civil matters of business has been 

manipulated dis-guised and used to appropriate access to the Commissioners private Villa-

Estate. Attempts to avert this were directly sabotage, financial support that was swifted from 

Switzerland disappeared the swift was pull back before the UBS accounts were emptied. 

 

The Secretariat Gorinchem Netherlands Office was closed shortly after the Kenya Hostage 

holding of The Empress. This left a wake of harassments disturbances and sabotage of a 

number of major European Business contracts. . 

 

 

Communication Empress Africa /Private/Diplomatic Interference. 
 

 A conference call from Head of Protocol Prince David Diomande to The Empress at the time 

residing at The Renaissance Hotel in Zurich was diverted, in the presence of several African 

Heads of State in a planned informal conference with The Empress at the funeral ceremony of 

the Brother of The President of Togo, the Empress was unable to express Her Majesty's 

condolences to The Grieving Togo President for his deceased brother......... 

 

Shortly after..... 

 

The un-expected death of The Empress family lines member, Her Royal Imperial Highness 

Princess Chami Diomande, the sister of the Head of Protocol, His Royal Imperial Highness 

Prince David Diomande, caused The Empress another excruciating pain, the blow was 

intensified by the Kenya/Netherland efforts and to treat to the Empress's family security and 

safety in Europe with the profligacy of attempting to terminate Her Majesty's life, and this 

eminent fear impeded travel to Africa. 

 

 Propaganda and European Intelligence following, tapping and invading the family's privacy 

increased, the Empress, for security reasons, could not reach any Airport, far less travel, 

Kenya and the Netherlands had enlisted unsuspecting international counterparts in their 

attempts at following the activities of The Empress.  

 

On an earlier planned return trip, two weeks prior, the Security around The Empress was 

intense and heavy, after an assassin, a former European Mercenary in Rhodesian had 

attempted to gain access to The Empress a few meters away in the Hotel lounge, in 

Switzerland. On the other side, the business contracts that were active, were crucial to regain 
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the capital lost through the sabotage efforts of Kenya and the Netherlands internationally, 

leaving with the situation as it was, would lead to more damage, and sabotage attempts. 

 

Her Majesty Princess Chami's death coincided with a Meeting of the Head of States and The 

Kingdoms. The untimely death of the well-known Imperial Princess from the Imperial lines of 

Cote d'Ivoire was attended by all of The Heads of States and Kingdoms attending the 

conference. Her Imperial Majesty could do no more than sent a letter of condolence unable to 

travel because of the High Security Risk Factor around the Empress's person, before and most 

certainly after The Empress's Kenya 2000 Hostage holding. 

 

The Princess died suddenly in Cote d'Ivoire, the funeral attended by African Heads of States 

and African Kings and Queens....where was the Empress? 

 

The Empress in Europe could but express Her sorrow to a broken and tired staff and a 

grieving Family by telephone before and after the funeral ceremonies. The Imperial 

Sovereigns and Families, and the Kingdoms throughout Africa are deeply offended by this 

matter and the damages that are being caused, are most certainly in African Western relations 

of The Kingdoms.   

 

 

The Chiefs and Peoples of the Kingdoms that travel far and wide to visit and learn more about 

the circumstances of The Empress many by foot was simply lied to and turn away by the 

atrocious hostage holders and their political associates..............All who has ears hear 

me.........the Imperial Royals of Africa are not ancient or present day rulers leaders guiders of 

mere land and its contents, but of Nations, of People. 

 

.........some propaganda points subjects....... 
 

 Amongst the most despicable of the international propaganda, that has triggered anger 

throughout the Kingdoms, is the audacity of Kenya and The Netherlands to claims that 

an African Imperial family member is unknown woman, was personifying......a Royal 

family Empress. It is an insult.  

 

 Total Propaganda and no contra-defence, knowing full well the media lie, and 

propounding with further abusive international negative stigmatic propaganda of an 

African Empress of The Imperial Lines, it is abominable. 

 

 

 The Empress has a direct link to business transaction with The son of the President 

Moi, Mr Jonathon Moi's Office and so to the links numbers and contacts of the 

business associates all in and around The President of Kenya President Daniel Moi. 

 

 Accusing The Empress intentionally and by design with criminal activities to 

camouflage the hidden agenda, and total setup of The Empress for the hostage 

holding. 

 

 This hostage holding was most certainly pre-arranged. 
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 The key character of the televised propaganda in The Netherlands, is directly involved 

and linked to a Kenyan business contract, signed by a High Member of Kenya's 

Government. A High Profile Government Member, who was delegated to see to the 

business matters of the Presidential House and Mr.Jonathon Moi's interest. Permanent 

Secretary Boit, innocent of The Moi's morbid plans. 

 

 However during the Kenya period of Hostage, the already seemingly tense relation 

between Mr. Boit Kenya's Permanent Secretary and both The President and Mr. 

Jonathon Moi became extremely tense, even dangerously so, to the person of 

Permanent Secretary Boit. He was brought to silence by the State House. 

 

.............some document information/review........... 
 

 

Documents of Prior contacts, of meetings, of contractual signed documents from the said 

AGIP Kenya Offer, plus photos taken and saved by Her Imperial Majesty Security in Kenya 

and in The Netherlands. A number of documents have been stolen and damaged others 

removed from the owners, before the execution of that said person. The documents and its 

details are Lodged at the United Nations and it the USA. And copies have been sent to all 

relevant Heads of States in this matter, within and outside of Africa. It also includes the 

picture evidence of Her Majesty's Kenyan visit. 

 

Included amongst the published documents and articles of correspondence are the offices 

telephone numbers and the very obvious phone of that period. Memo's and other internal 

notes pertaining to the contact with and around Kenya, and the Netherlands.  

 

So to the picture archives, as earlier stated, the above photographs and other disclosed 

documents have been smuggled out of Kenya, the documents, those disclosed, and those not 

disclosed, have been a main part of the international manhunt after The Empress by President 

Moi, Jonathon Moi, their Hill Side Estate Ltd and associates, his Dutch Associated inner 

Circle and the unknowing International/Media contacts in the loathsome propaganda attacks, 

and in particular after a period of hostage holding and almost two years of unwarranted 

obstacles in the paths of the Kingdoms for Africa. It has made us all the more stronger and 

much more dedicated under the strength charisma and understanding of our ever present 

Nubian Empress. 

 

Documents held at the former Secretariat were stolen, destroyed, and others intercepted and 

deviated via internet file tapping, the Empress's Secretariat communications system, had, 

regardless of all the present protection at that time, suffered weekly virus attacks, thereby 

deleting the system. Faxes/e-mail never arrived, or was never received and it is still 

happening, it is against every international code of ethics, and in this particular case to one of 

Royal Status.  

 

The documents in the possession of the Kenyan Attorney under instructions of the Royal 

Family and Governments were taken from his office, prior to his arrest and murder, eight rolls 

of film are yet in Kenya, and suspected in the hands of the Moi's. 
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An internal and international search by Kenya for the 8 videos of the visit, have resulted in 

several peoples arrested, some exiled from Kenya, others killed, others suspected of being 

killed, and moreso others bought to verbal silence by the Moi's Government.  

 

Several maps of files was taken from the room while in Kenya, the remaining destroyed in 

Kenya after being faxed to Europe, where they are now archived, and a part of the documents 

here displayed.  

 

News documentary and interviews are in the archives and files of the Kenyan News Stations, 

others thankfully on private recorded videos. 

 

During the stay of His Royal Highness, the Empress and Staff in Switzerland Zurich, the 

Hotel suites of The Majesty's and their Ambassador and two Commissioners were search 

briefcases was disordered and documents gone. The Hotel was informed. 

 

Several weeks later, Her Majesty's European Senior Commissioner Mr. Jaap Kooij was 

stopped on his way into Switzerland, where Her Imperial Majesty was at that time. After 

being held and question for eight hours in matters of business at the Basel Border-crossing by 

Border Guards, Senior Commissioner Mr. J. Kooij was order to leave all documentation 

behind, the angered Commissioner was overpowered and protest was useless, and that would 

endanger The Empress.  

 

The documents were released over one week later, all important documents were missing, 

when returned, by the border authorities to the Hotel, where they had already checked out, in 

whose hands it was kept until collected sometime later in Switzerland. 

 

At another five Star Swiss Hotel, a conference call was divert as later confirmed six African 

Heads of State was witness to this offensive behaviour and communications disruptions of 

tapping and call diversion by President Moi's European propaganda associates. 

  
 

Suspected is, that the information disclosed in private, to other members of Royalty, was 

misused by third parties, within the said inner circle or immediate social contacts, used for 

their own private and political agenda, against The Empress projects for the African Peoples 

and African Governments. Kenya in close contact went beyond all moral bonds therefore and 

was confident, that the hostage holding was well backed..................... 

 

The Empress safety at present is paramount, to future African Kingdoms/European relations 

let that be clearly known, the actions against The Imperial Family and Kingdoms are seen as 

an unfriendly and unprovoked attack of a member of African Royalty from the ancient family 

lines, it is an insult throughout the Kingdoms and our peoples. International and public 

rectification of this atrocious propaganda must be immediately rectified and stopped. 
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..........Comments The Empress, to ALL......... 
 

The Kingdom is the people, their leaders of the People, we are one...my People are my most 

precious, Africa is that of my womb....that of my blood...that of my God, Africa and my 

African peoples are free, to come, to seek, to search, to meet at any time, at any place, at any 

hour or any second,  at any moment, their Elders, their Chiefs, Their Presidential 

Administration and their Kingdom Rulers and in particular when they need to see me, for any 

matter or any comfort or any reprimand as that may be, a kind word a smile, an 

acknowledgement ........let them be. Kenya you are my people, you are free of the 

consequence of these actions, for it is your rulers, who are responsible for the order in his 

house. If the House of the Ruler is not in order neither would his family and people. Mr. Moi 

you are ma people, I do not know or judge you, for that is neither my goal nor my 

responsibility, I do judge your actions, towards the people that is my responsibility and to 

God I answer.  

 

Mr D. Moi, your House has shamed Africa, Africa has been shamed by these actions, leave 

with honour, and make peace within you, for you too will answer for your actions and deeds, 

the code, the etiquette, the sovereign protocol of your office and responsibility to the peoples, 

you have broken them, through your actions. Your house is your responsibility. Therefore the 

actions of any part or department, is your responsibility. The actions of your son and 

associates are to the actions of you, for it is you, who lead the house.  

 

These last, but not least mentioned, unwelcome and unwarranted situations, both of a matter 

of African concern, is the most important on Her Imperial Majesty's personal agenda, as 

quoted from The Empress...do not attempt to separate Africa from its African Kingdom roots 

nor I from my African and Diaspora's peoples, that was the final straw, do not come between 

me and my people, it will be easier to come between a lioness and her nursing cub. Africa is a 

united Africa with a people ready to build and work to a future for the African, your actions 

express a reflection of......Thou. " 

 

Reason behind propaganda of Kenya:  Corruption/Criminals 
 

 To cover the Presidential Family's Hostage holding with and at The Grand Regency 

Hotel in Kenya for months, before Her Majesty successful escape/rescue was 

instrumented. Kindly note that the included documents of evidence of said contacts are  

archived samples: 

? 

 

Reason behind the Netherlands propaganda support of Kenya, and the Netherland 

orchestrated and televised propaganda attacks on an African Kingdom Empress: (open 

question suggestion below/closing?) 

 

 Private, Semi-political, Royal jealousies,  fear...? 

 

The following are a few archive documented communications, from Her Majesty's Private 

Secretary Ms.Charron Wirht, of prior and correct contact with the Government of Kenya. 
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